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Abstract. Let {Z„ : n = 0, 1, 2,...} be a Galton-Watson branching process with

offspring p.g.f. f(s) = 2? Pis'. Assume (i) 1 <m=/'(l -) = 2r/p,<co, (¡0 If;!ft<<»
and (iii) y0 =f'(q) > 0, where q is the extinction probability of the process. Let w(x)

denote the density function of W, the almost sure limit of Znm~" with Z0=l, wm(x)

the /-fold convolution of w(x), Pn(i,j) = P(Zn=j \ Z0 = i), 80 = (log yô1)(log m)-1 and

ßo = mao'<3 + ôo\ Then for any 0<ß<ß0 and i we can find a constant C=C(i, ß) such

that

\m"Pn(i,J)-wu>(m-y)\ ¿ C[ßö%m-y)-1+ß-']

for all /äl. Applications to the boundary theory of the associated space time

process are also discussed.

1. Introduction. Let {Z„ : n = 0, 1,...} be a Galton-Watson (Markov) branch-

ing process, with offspring generating function f(s) = 2 Pts'- (See [1].) The oldest

and most basic limit law in the subject states that there is positive probability of

nonextinction if and only if m = 2 ¡Pi > 1, and that in this case with some additional

hypotheses Wn = m~nZn converges to a nondegenerate random variable W.

In a series of papers, the hypotheses for this result were weakened, the type of

convergence was strengthened, and information was produced about the limit

random variable W. Hawkins and Ulam [6] proved convergence in distribution

when all moments of {/?¡} existed; Yaglom [15] assumed only a second moment;

Harris [4], [5] proved mean square and probability one convergence under a

second moment. The observation that Wn was a martingale implied probability

one convergence assuming no more than the existence of m but said little about W.

An important step in this direction was taken by Kesten and Stigum [11], who

proved that if EZ^ logZ, =co then P{W=0}= 1, while if EZ1 log Z1<oo then W

is nondegenerate, and in fact has an absolutely continuous distribution away from

zero. Namely, there is a function w(x) =g 0 such that

(1)      lim P{x! < Wn á x2\Z0 = ¡} =        wm(x) dx,       0 < x± < x2 < co,
n->°° Jxi
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where wm(x) is the /-fold convolution of w(x). (This result had / viously been

proved by Harris under a second moment. For new, and we believe simpler proofs

of the above results, and a complete discussion of this and related topics, we refer

the reader to our forthcoming book [1].)

Expressing the "global" limit law (1) in terms of Pn(i,j)=P(Zn=j \ Z0 = i)

yields

lim     y    Pn(i,j) =        wu\x)dx= m-nwii\ym~n) dy,
"-■»  j = Xim" Jxi Jximn

which suggests that one might expect the "local" law

(2) m"Pn(i,j) ~ wm(jm~n).

A slightly sharper result is in fact true, and we shall prove the following theorem.

Let q denote the extinction probability of the process when P(Z0= 1)= 1. In this

q is the smallest nonnegative root of t=f(t). Let yo=f'(q)>0, S0=(—log y0)/log m,

Theorem 1. Let {Zn : n = 0, 1,2,...} be a supercritical Galton-Watson process

with E(Z2 | Z0 = 1 ) < oo. Then the following holds for each i. Given any ß<ß0 we can

find a constant C(j9) such that

(3) \m"Pn(i,j)-w«Xm-*j)\ Ú C[(^fr) + ß"]   fi**Jl.Ji !•

If £ZX logZ1 = oo but PZ1<co then E. Seneta [12] has shown that there exists

a sequence cn of norming constants such that ZJcn converges (in distribution) to

a nondegenerate random variable. It is not known, however, whether this limit

variable has an absolutely continuous distribution. Although limit theorems for

Pn(i,j) for i,j fixed, n -*■ oo, are known (see e.g. [1], [12]) without moment assump-

tions, results of the form of Theorem 1, which are uniform in j, are not known

when EZ1 logZ1 = co.

The theorem has a somewhat confused history. The first published work on

local limit theorems for branching processes was by Chistyakov [2], who claimed

a weaker result than (3); namely that for constants 0<c1 <c2<oo

(3') lim      sup      \mnPn(l,j)-w(m-nj)\ = 0.
n-*oo  ciSjm~n^C2

He concerned himself primarily with the continuous time Markov branching

process (hereafter referred to as the continuous case) and treated both the critical

(m= 1) and supercritical (m> 1) processes. The former contained a gap, in that his

estimate (20) was unfounded. This theorem and its application to the study of

stationary measures and harmonic functions has since been treated by Kesten,

Ney, and Spitzer [10]. Chistyakov repeated his error in the supercritical case,

where his estimate on the characteristic function of the process (preceding his

expression (32)) is incorrect. (He corrected both errors in A letter to the editor,
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Theor. Verojatnost. i Primenen. 10 (1965), 597-598. (Russian) MR 32 #6556.)

He concluded his paper by giving the results for the discrete case, and stating that

the proof was similar to the continuous one.

Recently there has appeared a paper by H. Imai [7], claiming proof of (3) with

an additional hypothesis, namely j and n vary in such a way that, for some

0<c1<c2<co,

d újm~n ^ c2.

He repeats identically the error of Chistyakov, his Corollary 2 being wrong. It is

easy to construct a counterexample to this corollary by looking at the linear

fractional generating function. More strongly, however, we will show after Lemma

2 in §2 that this bound can never hold.

The first complete proof of a supercritical local limit theorem is due to S.

Karlin [8] who treated the continuous case in an unpublished manuscript^). He

proved the following:

Let {Zt : /ä0} be a continuous time supercritical simple Markov branching

process with offspring p.g.f. h(s) and lifetime parameter A. Let a = \(h'(l)— 1),

Ä(0) = 0, A"(l-)<co. Then

P(Z(t) - n | Z(0) = 1) = e~at[w(ne-at) + o(l)]

as n, t -> oo, where o(l) is uniform for n and t increasing to oo and obeying the

constraints 0<c1á«e"aí^c2<oo for some constants c1 and c2; and where w(x) is

the probability density function of the random variable H^=Iimi_00 Z(t)e~at.

Karlin's proof uses the Wiener Tauberian theorem, and methods which are

particular to the continuous case and do not seem to work easily in the discrete

case.

On the other hand our proof for the discrete case works just as well for the

continuous case ; and hence Theorem 1 also produces a sharper form of the latter

result.

There are also some other consequences. One of these is the following sharper

form of the global limit law:

Theorem 2. Let {Zn : n = 0, 1,2,...} be a supercritical Galton-Watson process

with E(Zf)<co and P(Z0 = r)=l for some r. Then for any ß<ß0 = möoK3 + öo'> and

fixed 0 < X! < x2 < oo,

(4) lim ßn\P{x1 < Wn S x2}-P{x1 < W ^ x2}\ = 0
n-*oo

where rVn=Zn/mn and W=\imn Wn.

The proof of Theorem 1 is in §4. In §§2 and 3 we give some lemmas on the

characteristic functions of W and Wn which are of some interest in their own right.

(3) We would like to express our thanks to him for making his manuscript available to us.
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§5 contains further results on W; namely the Lipschitz continuity and strict

positivity of w(), and the global limit Theorem 2. (Without the positivity of >v()

the local limit theorem would lose much of its punch, since it would then not

be clear that mn is always the right norming sequence.) Some partial results on the

behavior of w() near zero, and on the space-time boundary of the process, are

in §6.

One final point. For convenience we shall carry out the entire analysis under

the assumption that/(0) = 0, hence that the extinction probability q = 0. The reader

will easily convince himself that all lemmas and arguments have their appropriate

analogs when q > 0.

2. Estimates on the characteristic function of W. Let fn = the n-fold iterate of/

We shall use c's and C's, with or without subscripts to denote constants, not

necessarily the same ones each time they appear.

The following result is known (see [1], [5]).

Lemma 1. For any complex s, \s\ < 1,

(1) lim y0-yn(í) m A(s)
n-* oo

exists (recall y0 =/'(<?)) and is the unique solution of the functional equation,

(2) A[f(s)] = A(s),        \s\ .fi 1,

with boundary conditions A(0) = 0, A'(0)= 1. Further for 0^s< 1,

7ônfn(s) / A(s) < co,        A'(s) > 0,        A(\ -) = oo.

Let <p(u) = EeiuW, <pn(u) = EeiuW% and S0 = (logyo ^(log m)-1.

Lemma 2. If EZ, log Z, < oo, then

(i) lim^oo móok<p(mku) = A[cp(u)], u^=0, real;

(ii) sup_0O<„<0O |»|ao|^)|<co;

(iii) lim^œ ma + d°',k<p'(mku) = <p\u)A'(<p(u)), w#0;

(iv)  SUp_œ<ï<00 H1 + do|9:>'(i;)|<co.

Proof, (i) It is well known [5] that <p(u) satisfies <p(mú) =/[<p(«)], which, when

iterated, yields

(3) <p(mku) =/[?(«)].

Since m~°o=y0, and |<p(w)| < 1 for w^O (due to nondegeneracy of W, see [13,

Lemma 1]), our Lemma 1 implies

m6°k<f{mku) = fk[<p(u)}/m-V = fk[<p(u)]/yk -> A[<p(ü)]    ask^co.

(ii) (Wfc|M|)ao|,p(^M)|^|M|V,(|<p(w)|)/yg^|w|ó^(|<p(«)|),   since   yökfk(x) / A(x)

for 0<x< 1. Let j8 = sup1S|U| Sm |<p(t/)|- Then by continuity of <p, j8< 1. Thus
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sup    (mk\u\y°\<p(mku)\ ^     sup    lul'o^dç^«)!) <; mö°A(ß) < oo,
lSluISm ISMSm

OSte

or

sup H'oçKkl) < °°-
Mel

Clearly sup|t)|S1 |u|io?)(|t>|)<co.

(iii) Differentiating both sides of (3) with respect to u yields

»¡V(»ifc«) = <p'(w)/¿(<p(")),

and hence as k -> oo

(mky +VW") = (/¿(?<K))/yoV(") -► /i'fo<ii)h/(«),       « î* o.

(iv) From the above identity (iii)

(m«\u\y + 5°W(m«u)\ S |«|1 + 'o|9'(«)l/2(l9<«)l)/yS

á   |ll|1 + 'o|V'(«)M'(W«)|)

due to the monotonicity of/i/yg. Hence

sup    [(m'<|w|)1 + 's°|9/('*'£")ll ^ m1 + 6°A'(ß) < oo.
lSluISm

OSk

Since sup,„|S1 M1 + ,5o|a5'(i0| <00> the lemma is proved.

Remark. We shall now show that Corollary 2 of [7] is incorrect. In our nota-

tion the latter asserts that there exists T>0 and c>0 such that for any n

(*) |?>„(«)| ^ exp (-cm2)   for \u\ > T

or equivalently exp (cu2)\<pn(u)\ <¡ 1 for |«|>7'. Since <pn(u) -> <p(u) for each u (*)

implies

(**) exp (cm2)|9>(M)| ̂ 1    for \u\ > T.

Clearly there exists a 0>O such that A(<p(6))^0. For this 0 by Lemma 2 (i) we

know

lim (mkey>p\fOtfc0)\ = e6o\A(<p(8))\ > 0.
j£-»0O

On the other hand

lim (mk6)~öo exp(c(mk6)2) = oo
k-*co

thus making (**) and hence (*) false.

Lemma 3. If EZX logZ1<oo, then there exists a constant c<oo, such that for all

(4) T6o sup
xiO

xw(x)-£-
iMisr

x<p(u) du <
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Proof. Writing <p(u) in its integral form and differentiating with respect to u

yields

(5) - <p'(u) =  f   eiuxxw(x) dx.
1 Jo

Note that since E(W\Z0= 1)=1, xw(x) is a probability density function and also

that |<p'(w)l is integrable by Lemma 2 (iv). Thus we may apply the usual inversion

formula to (5) and get

(6) xw(x) = ^-. f     e -'">'(") du = ^-.[       e-iux<p'(u) du + ^-.[
ZTTlJ-x ¿'n'lJ\u\ST ¿TTlJ\u\>T

Integrating the first integral on the right side by parts yields

2""z'j|ui =
-. f        e-iux<p'(u) du = ^-.e-iux<p(u)      +~- f    <p(u)xe-iux du,
TlJ\u\iT ZTTl _T       ¿TT J _T

which, substituted in (6), implies

xw(x) --?-[    <p(u)e -iux du = ^-. {e " ixT<p(T) - eixT<p( - T)} + ^-. f       <p'(u)e "iux du
¿TT J _T ¿TTl ¿7rlJ\u\>T

and hence

T'ox
i r

w(x) — TT-       <p(u)e iux du
¿TT J -T

+ 7-0 f        WXu)\.\u\i + s0^_
J|ui>r l"|      °

du
\<p(U)\-\U\—o —

Applying Lemma 2 (ii) and (iv) to the right side of this inequality, we see that it is

bounded, implying the lemma.

3. Estimates on Wn.

Lemma 4. \<pn(v)-<p(v)\ <>v2E(Wn- W)2¡2.

Proof.

cpn(v)-(p(v) = E(exp(ivWn)-exp(ivW)

= P(exp (ivWn)[\+iv(W- H^n)-exp (iv(W- Wn))])

+ ivE(exp(ivWn)(W-Wn)).

The second term on the right side above is zero since Wn is a martingale. For the

first term, note that for any real x

-ix\ =|       X f eiududti*\=   "fiJo Jo

and the lemma follows.

<  r2x2/2,

Lemma 5. Assume that EZX logZ^oo. Let

d(K,ri) = sup{|/n(eiu)| : Km-"-1 ^ \u\ ^ Km~n}.

Given any r¡>0, there exist K(rj), N{rj)<oo such that d(K, ri)<r¡for alln^N.
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Proof. Since <pn(«) =/n(exp (ium~n)),

(1) d(K,n) = sup{\<pn(v)\ : Km'1 ú \v\ á K).

By Lemma 2 (ii) there exists a constant C such that

(2) sup{|<p(tO| : Km~l ^ \v\ Ú K} ^ C(Km~})-.h-

Given 77 >0 choose K=K(r¡) such that

(3) CiKm-1)-6" < v/2.

Since <p„(«) -> <p(u) uniformly on compact sets there exists a N=N(r¡) such that

n ä N implies

(4) SUP \<pn(v)-<rÍv)\   ¿ r¡¡2

with A'as chosen in (3). Then (2) and (4) imply the lemma.

Lemma 6. Assume EZ1 log Zj < 00. Let

(5) a(K,n) = sup{|/B(e'»)| : Km~n ¿ \u\ á 77}.

Given any -q>0, there exist K, N<00 ímcA í/¡aí a{K, rí)<r¡ for all n>N.

Proof. We haveMei»)=f(fn-1(ei")), \f(é")\úf{\fn-¿é«)\), and hence

sup{|/n(eta)| :Km-* £ \u\ Ú ■*}

eA*up{\fn-i(<¿*)\ >Km-*Û \u\ Útt})

= /[max[sup{/n_x(eiu) : Km~n £ \u\ S Km'in-1}},

sop{/„-1O*) : Un-»-» â |u| ¿ *}]],

i.e.

(6) flif.n á/[í/jr,n-i V aK,„-i]    (where avi means max (a, b)).

Now choose A/, K as in Lemma 5. Then

(7) dKA.i < v   iovn > N,

and hence

(8) aK,n S /(t, V (!*,„_ 0    for all n^N.

If aK¡N^r¡ then by (8), aK¡N + 1^f(r])^7i and hence

(9) aK,n ¡¡ i)   for all n £ N,

On the other hand, if aKfN>r¡ then, by (8), aKiN + 1^f(aKyN) and iterating

(10) «*,„+, á/Xo^.w)

as long as aK¡N+j>r¡. But the right side of (10) goes to zero as7'-» 00, and hence

the left must eventually be ¿17. By (9) it then remains ^-n. This proves Lemma 6.
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4. Proof of the main result. We restate Theorem 1 in the form in which we

shall here prove it. Since the proof for a general i is identical to the case of i=\

we shall prove instead of (3) of §1 the following version.

Theorem la. Let Pn(i,j) be the transition function of a Galton-Watson process

with m>\,q = 0, and EZ2 <oo. Then the following holds:

Given any ß<ß0 = m0<>K3 + 6<>) one can find a constant C(ß) such that for any j£ 1

\mnPn(],j)-w(m-nj)\ ^ C[ßönKm-nj)+ß-"].

Proof. Noting that/n(e'u) = 2rco=i Pn(L r)elru for -tt^u^tt we have

(1) \mnPn(l,j)-w(m-nj)\ = mn £- f /„(<?'> ~iiu du - w(m " nj)
2t JoSiulâji

On adding and subtracting 1/2tt J"|U|Sm<i-«>" exp ( — iu(jm ")) <p(«) du (where

0<a< 1 is to be specified later) to the right side of (1), it is

(2)

mn^-\ Me^e-»« du-±- f exp(-/iiOi-")M«) du

+ w(m
•»-'¿L

exp ( — iu(jm  n))<p(u) du
ism'1""»"

Denote the first term on the right side of (2) by I(n) and the second by II"".

Applying Lemma 3 to II<n) with x = m~nj, and T=ma~a)n, we see that there is a

constant C such that

m(i-<r)níoII(») ^ c(m-nj)-\

i.e.

(3) IP" Ú Cm-a-")nio(m-njy1.

Thus if we take a< 1 then (m~nj)llin) decreases geometrically. Next, we decompose

I<n> into

J(n) _

(4)

mn^-[ Me^)e-iíudu-^-í exp(-iu(jm-")Mu)du

^ O»-")-1^ f /n(eiu>
I     Jm-°"S|u|i^

«n¿ f „/„(«">-
^^JoSlulSm-""

"udw

1 JJlulS
exp( — iu(jm n))<p(u)du

lu|Sm,J

Denote the first term in (4) by If* and the second by I2n). Consider Ian) first. In the

first integral in I2n) make the change of variable u->um~n. Then

mn^-[ fn(eiu)e~mdu
ZTT JoS|u|Sm-°"

= ^- /n(exp (ium - n)) exp ( - ijum ~n)du,
27rJoS|u|Sma-«)n
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and

I J_
2t7

{/„(exp (ium  n))-<p(u)}exp(-ijum n) du
JoSlulSm'1-"0"

and hence

(5) IFácf \fn(exp(ium-»))-cp(u)\du.
JOS lui S.."-»1"

To estimate the latter we use Lemma 4. Recall that <pn(v) = E exp (iv Wn) =

E exp (ivm~n)Zn=fn(exp (ivm~n)) and E(rVn—W)2fíc1m~n. Hence (5) implies

I(2n) ̂   f c2u2m~ndu S c3maa-a'ln-n,
JoSMSma-a>n

or

(6) I(2n) ̂  c[mi2-3a}]n.

If ce>f then I2n)\0 geometrically. Thus we now have the restriction

(7) | < a < 1.

It thus remains to estimate

du

To this end we will use Lemma 6. First, integrating (8) by parts yields

(8) ri"> = (jm-yy Í frieze
I     Jm-^SlulS*

ma 6. First, integrating (8)

(jm-)ir = iisi+issn,
where

IS1 = -(W«(e,")e-wV"si.|S«
and

Jm-""S|u:SniluiSji

Now since e-i"/n(e"I) = e",I/n(e-i31),

IÏÏ = -(l//)[/n(exp (-im-™)) exp (i/m"an)-/.(exp (wr«»)) exp (-//>»-«»)].

Furthermore

(9) /„(exp (-im-">)) = /„_,„(/„(exp (-im—)))

where &„ = [an], and

A„(exp(-/m—)) = v^im-***"*).

Since <pr(«) -*■ <p(w) and \<p(u)\ < 1 for w^O there exist ß and /• such that r^r0

implies

sup      1*001 S j8 < 1.
m-iSlulSl
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Thus for n such that [an] ä r0

\Me**—)\ SA-u.(ß)

and hence by Lemma 1

(10) Ú const yg"*" ^ const yS(1_a).

Finally we turn to IQ. We consider the positive range of u, namely

(11) Ii"2)+ =  f     fW)e-»"du,

the integral lf¿~ over negative us being treated similarly. Note the identity

(12) fn(<») = TÍfU(eiu)]-
i = o

The idea now is to break the product (12) into two parts

(13) fUtt-tfrVtm        fl       f'[fielU)]^Pn(u)Qn{u),
y = o ¡ = J(u, „) + i

and to choose J(u, n) in such a way that

(0 l/Y/X«*))!*y for JZJ{u,n),
where y=f'(r¡) e(y0, 1) can be taken arbitrarily close to y0 by choosing rj suf-

ficiently small ;

OO \f'(f(eiu))\im{0TJ<J(u,n)

(this inequality is trivially true) ;

(iii) yn-J<."-n'>mJ(u-n) ¡s integrable in u.

To achieve (i) we want to take / large, while for (iii) we want / small. The right

balance is obtained as follows:

(a) Pick y=f'(r¡) arbitrarily close to y0 by taking t? sufficiently small (f'(q) = y0)-

(b) With this t; choose K0, N0, satisfying the conditions of Lemma 6.

(c) Choose k0 such that mk° > K0, and k0 > N0 + log Tr/log m.

(d) Choose n ä Ar0/(1 - a) v N0.

For any u in [m~an, tt] define 9(u, n) by u = m~ne{u,n\ and take

(14) J(u,n) = [9n] + k0 = [-\ogu/logm]+k0

where [x] = (the largest integer in |x|)(sgn x). Now due to condition (c),j>N0 for

all terms in this product. Furthermore (c) and j> — log «/log m + k0 imply

K0m~'^u. Hence

(15) \Qn(u)\ â   ff f'{     SUP      \fÂeiv)\\=    Tí f'(a(Ko,j)),

which by Lemma 6 yields

(16) \Qn(u)\ S   fl f(v) = y71-1'*-1 = y»-»*-\
/ = / + !
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and finally

(17) |ß„(«)|  Ï cy«-<»\

(Note that (d) guarantees «—1 ä/4-l.)

Turning to Pn(u) we note that this product has J(u, n) terms and use the

gross estimate

(18) \Pn(u)\ ¿ cmen.

Combining (17) and (18) we see that for m~an^ \u\ ^tt

(19) l/^-OI ¿ c(my-y.

Although this bound (and in fact/,' itself) need not be bounded, we shall sc;.

that it is integrable. In fact for 0<^< 1 (19) yields

\u\p\f;(eiu)\ ^ c[msa-py-e]n-

But w«i-pyi-» is increasing in 0, and u^m~an implies 0aa. Hence the ab<-vc

inequality yields

(20) sup {|w|p|/ñ(eiu)| : m-an í a á tt} í c(ya-a)maa-p))n.

So far our only restriction on a is f < a < 1. We may now take p sufficiently close to

1 so that

yl-amaa-p)  <   1

Then

llíri ^  f \A(e'«)\ du ¿  (''"''''{'¡P1 du

¿ c(y«-«>maa-p))n f*     r^
jV0" |"|

dw

The last integral converges, and combining the above with a similar bound for

IÇa1- we get

(21) |I$| ^ c1[y<1-aW(1-p>J\

Summarizing the estimates in (3), (6), (10), (21) we see that

\mnPn(\,j)-w(m-nj)\ ¿ cOP' + I^+IIÍil + II^I}

â c{m(a - 1wo»(ot - »/) - ! + /m« - ^\m - 7) -1

J. y« J. ^jd - 2a)n _|_ w(a - l)i0n _j_ -,(1 -a)nm<i(l - p)n\

But

min   [m"*-1'0« v m<2-3a) v ye-"] =   min   [mia-1)6o v w<2-3a>],
2/3<a<l 2/3<a<l

which   is   achieved   for   a = a0 = (2 + 80)/(3 + 80),   and   then   the   minimum   is
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Given any ß<ß0vwe can find y>y0 and 0 <p < 1 such that with a = (2 + 80)/(3 + S0)

one has ßy1-aoma°a~p)< 1. Thus the proof is complete.

Remark. It is worth noting that the only place we use the assumption £Z2<co

is to estimate

l™ =    i  Í ,i   .» ^M - *<«)] eXP ( - V"1 ' "")
¿»JoS|«|S»a_,>"

c/w

We suspect that I§", like If" decays at a rate faster than ß n for any ß<ßQ — möo,

and that this holds under EZi log Zi < oo.

5. More on W; the global limit law.    In this section we prove the Lipschitz

continuity and strict positivity of w(), and the global limit law.

Lemma 7. If EZ1 log Zx < oo, then w(x) is Lipschitz continuous of order 8'0 =

min (80, I) for x^e>0 where e>0 is arbitrary.

Proof. Differentiating <p(u) we have

/•oo

<p'(u) = i       eiuxxw(x) dx.

Now xw(x) is a density function, and we know by Lemma 2 that <p' is integrable.

Hence

xw(x) = ^- f"  e-^^ßdu,
2tt J.^ I

and taking yu y2>0

^)-w4f {saS^-sgtí^LwA
2ttJ_00   (. J2 JJj J

L f° 7i exp (-feya)-ya exp(-/Mj!)   „ . ^
27tJ. J1J2

Adding and subtracting y{x exp (— zwj2), the above

= ¿^^T i"  e*P(-i«y¿p'(u)du
¿* yiy^ j-»

i    1    f°°
+0-^-        (exp (-imj;2)-exp (-/wyOy(«)<*"

— ^1 +i-2-

Since <p' is integrable

(2) [X.I'Sclfi^ÄL
J1J2

To   estimate  the  integral   in  L2,  we  decompose   it  into   the  ranges  A =

{u : \u\ \y2— ji| ^ 1} and A = the complement of ^. Now for « e A

I exp ( - wj2) - exp ( - iuyj |      ß

IJ2-J1I |«|
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and hence

|   |exp(-zwy2)-exp(-/w)'1)| |<p'(w)| du ^ c|.y2-.yi|      |«| |<p'(«)| du

= c\y2-y1\jA\u\^o\(pXu)\^-Q.

But by Lemma 2 |w|1 + <so|ç/(M)| is bounded, and hence the above

(3) S*i|ä-ä1.[ \u\~ö° du Ú c2\y2-yi\6°.
J|li|Sl/|!/2-ïll

On the other hand

|exp ( — iuy2) — exp ( — iuy^)\ \<p'(u)\ du S 2      \<p'(u)\ du

(by Lemma 2).

Combining (2), (3), and (4) with (1) yields

(5) \Hyi)-w(y2)\ ^ c'\y1-y2\/y1y2 + c"\y1-y2\ôo/yu

which implies the lemma.

One can also quite easily prove the following:

Lemma 8. Let 80> 1. Then w(x) is different ¡able at least p times, where p is the

greatest integer strictly less than 80.

This lemma is meaningful only in the discrete case since 8Q-¿\ in the continuous

case. However, Karlin [8] has shown that in the continuous case w(x) is infinitely

differentiable.

From Lemma 7 and Theorem 1 we easily get the sharp form of the global limit

law. We again make the simplifying assumption g = 0. We shall prove the following

form of Theorem 2 :

Theorem 2a. Fix 0 < xx < x2 < co. Then under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 we can,

for any ß<ß0,find a constant C=C(ß) such that

(6) \P{Xl <Wnú x2}-P{Xl < W á x2}\ í Cß~\

Proof. As before we assume without loss of generality that P(Z0= 1)= 1.

\P{Xl < Wn ^ x2}-P{Xl < W g x2}\

(7)

x2m"

m-n    2    {mnPn(\J)-w(m-nj)}

+

x2mn

y    m  nw(m  nj) — I     w(x) dx
j = x1mn J*l

= W»|+W»|.
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By Theorem la, each term in the first sum is o(ßn) uniformly for y in the range of

summation. The number of terms is (x2 — x^m", and hence

(8) >f» = 0(j8").

Next we write /2n) in the form

\jr\ =
fU + Dm - »

2 [w(x)-w(m-"j)],
iSím-"aX2   J¡™   "

But according to Lemma 7 (see end of proof) vv( • ) is Lipschitz of order 8'0, i.e.

|w(x)-w(j)| á K\x-y\ô'o   for x, y ^ e > 0.

Thus

\An)\ ^ K^ \ \x-m-nj\6'°dx = K    2 y6°dy
Jim   n i = m»xi Jo

1
t Kmn(x2-x1)m-na + ô°) = A'1(x2-x1)w-'son.

But ß<ßo<m6a and this proves the theorem.

Theorem 3. If EZi\pgZ^<^, then the density w(x) is strictly positive for all

x>0.

Proof. By Lemma 2, |<p'| is integrable. Thus xw(x) and hence w(x) is continuous

for x > 0. Since there exists at least one point where w( ■ ) > 0, there is also an open

interval 7 = (a, b) such that w(x) > 0 for x e I. Since m > 1 there must be integers

fci, k2, such that 1 ̂  k1 < m < k2 and such that P(\, kj > 0 and .P(l, k2) > 0. Fix fc,

and k2 for the remainder of the proof.

Using again the identity

(9) <*mu)=fMu)],

we readily deduce that

(10) wm(x) = ^P(i,j)mwu\mx),
i

where wU) denotes the «-fold convolution of w. Since P(l, k])>0 and P(l, k2)>0

we see from (10) that

(11) ww(x) È cwUk^\mx),       i = 1,2,...,

and

(12) wm(x) ^ c^»(to),       / = 1, 2,....

Now suppose ww(x)>0 for xeJ where 7 is some set of real numbers. Then

wWc2)(x)>0 for xek2J, which by (12) implies that wc,)(x)>0 for xe(k2/m)J.

Repeating this argument n times we see that

(13) wm(x) > 0   for x e (k2/m)nJ,   for all « ^ 0.
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Therefore wuki\x) > 0 for x e kÁfí2¡m)J and applying (11) we see that w(i\x\m) > 0

for x e kifk^lmyj, or w{i\x) > 0 for x e (k1lm)(k2lm)nJ. Repeating the latter step N

times we conclude that w(x) > 0 for x e J implies

(14) w(i\x) > 0   for x e (kJm)N(k2/m)nJ,   n, N ^ 0.

In particular since w(x) > 0 for x e I, we see from (14) with /= 1 and J=I that

(15) w(x)>0   for,e5^Uo{(|)W(|)n/}-

To complete the proof we use repeatedly the following fact. If u(x) and v(x) are

densities on the line, with u(x) > 0 for x e A and v(x) > 0 for x e B (A, B being sub-

sets of the reals), then

(16) (u*v)(x)>0   for xeA + B = {y + z : ye A, zsB}.

Now from the definition of S in (15) and the fact that (k1/m)<l there is a

sequence of intervals {I„} = {(an, bn)}^S such that an -+• 0, bn -*■ 0 as n -*■ oo, and

from (16)

(17) w™{x) > 0   for x e /+ /„ = (a + an, b + bn)

for n = 1, 2,.... Since an —> 0 we conclude that

(18) w(2)(x) > 0   for xefoe),

and also we note that we can choose an n0 so that a + a„0<b. Hence (17) and (18)

implyv J

(19) w<2»(x) > 0    on (a, b + bno).

Applying the same reasoning to w(3)(x) we get

wl3\x) > 0 on {a, b + bno) + /„ = (a + an,b + bno + bn),

=> w(S)(x) > 0 on (a, ¿> + ¿>„0),

=> w<3>(*) > 0 on (a + 6no, b + bno + bno),

=> w(3)(x) > 0 on (a + 2èno).

Continuing in this fashion we see that given any d<co, there is a K0 such that

for any integer k0 > K0

(20) w(fco'(x) > 0   on (a, d).

Choose d so that k2/m < d/a. Then (J ". 0 (k2/m)n(a, d) = (a, oo), and hence applying

(14) with i = k0, N=0 and /=(a, d), we see that

(21) w(ko\x) > 0    for x e (a, oo).

Reapplying (21) to (14) with i=k0, « = 0 and J=(a, oo) we see that

w<ko\x) > 0   for x e (kJm)N(a, oo),       AT = 0, 1,...,
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or, since (kjm) < 1,

(22) wiko\x) > 0   for x > 0,   k0 £ K0.

Now (12) with /'= 1 implies

(23) w(x) ä cwik2\mx) ä c2w{kV(m2x) ̂        ä crwwi\mrx\       r à 1.

Choose k0 ä A'o so that k0 = k2 for some integer r. (This is possible since k2 > 1.)

Then (22) and (23) imply

w(x/mr) = wikolk2\x/mr) ^ c'w^ix) > 0   for x > 0.

Hence w(x) > 0 for x > 0.

6. Some further observations.

6.1. 77ie space-time boundary. If we let ^„[(/'i, nx), (/2, n2)] denote the «-step

transition function of the space-time process, then the Green function (renewal

function) for this process is

(1) G[(it, Wj), (i2, n2)] = 2 ^"nlO'l, «i), O'a, »2)] = Pn2-ni(h, »a).
n

where Pn(i,j) is the transition function for the original Galton-Watson process.

Fix (¿o, m0)- We want to find

(2) lim     GI0'.").q^)]   =    ,im     PN-n(iJ)   _ Ä(. M)
o, jo-co G[(/0, n0)> (/> A^)]      o,w)-» Pjv_„0(/0, j)

for all possible sequences (J, N) —► 00. Any harmonic function (i.e. a function

g(-, •) satisfying g=£Pg) can then be expressed as a mixture (with respect to some

measure) of the functions h obtained as limits in (2). (For a general discussion of

these matters see e.g. Kemeny, Snell and Knapp [9].)

Now if (j, N) -*■ 00 in such a way that jm~N ^- x, 0<x<oo, then we can use

Theorem 1 to evaluate the limits in (2). (This observation has been known to many

workers—e.g. S. Karlin, L. Snell—and we make no claim of originality here.)

Theorem 1 yields

(3) lim    mnPn(i,j) = w^Xx).
jm-"->x

Using this fact we have

Um /HUl = limm—o- V.-K-JUl
O,W)^=o;ym-"-»xPjv-no0'o,y') mN   n°PN-no(i0,j)

' ww(xmn)
= mn~n°—trT,—A = cxmnw(0(xmn),

w«oXxmn<>) v      '

where the constant cx depends on i0, n0, and x. Let

(5) hji, n) = cxmnwu\xmn).
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The functions hx are easily seen to be harmonic functions, namely to satisfy

(6) hx(i, n) =  2 m.U n), {j, N)]h(j, N) = % P(i, j)hx(j, n+l),

i.e.

(7) ww(x) = ^P(i,j)mwa\mx)
i

which is precisely (5.10).

At the moment we do not know what the other limits are. However, we can say

the following. Suppose that there were a sequence (jk, Nk) such that

(8) lim Wfc-n » it    _ ^ ^   exists for all (i, n),
Wf£Ä)-><*> "iv/c-„o('o)7fc)

but h(i,n)^hx(i,n) for any of the functions given in (5). Let ak=jkm~Nf. If

afc -4> 0 or oo then there must be a subsequence ak. such that ak. -> a g (0, oo). Thus

-P/Vfc. - n(i> À') ,    ,.      s

ö—¡7"n -*■ A«o» »),
r«V - IoV'j JW

and hence the same must be true for the original sequence. Hence if there are any

limits other than those in (5) they must be limits of ratios of the form (8) where

ak —>■ 0 or oo.

When the process is embeddable in continuous time one can use the following

result, claimed by Karlin [8], to conclude that if ak -*■ 0 then h(i, n) = 1 for all

(Í, n).

Theorem (Karlin). Under the notation and condition of Theorem 1 one has, for

any i,

lim mn(m~nj)1~öoPn(i,j) = b    where 0 < b < oo.
«,»}-♦ *>;m~n¿-*0

Even in the embeddable situation the case when ak -> oo is not settled yet. These

questions are under study. The behavior of w(x) near the origin and oo will be

essential in this. We have a few partial results in this direction as given below.

6.2. Behavior of w(-) near zero. In his 1948 paper [4], T. Harris gave some

partial results on the behavior of F(x)=P{W^x} near x = 0. He proved aTauberian

type theorem, in which an average of F was described, namely

Hm rv->o-iF(v)dv=j^-r, r^dv,
•-oj, H°o+l)Ji     v

where M(s) was a function satisfying

M(s) ~ s6°<p(is),   s-^oo;       M(ms) = M(s).

We wish to observe here that if one restricts oneself to sequences {xn, n = 0, 1,...}

of the form xn = xm~n, 0<x<oo, then one can describe the asymptotics of F(xn)
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itself; and under further restrictions, that of w(xn). Namely, applying the Karamata

Tauberian theorem [14] to Lemma 2(i) (note that the latter holds for Laplace

transforms as well) we get

(1) F(m~kx) ~ ¿jf^jj yg       (here A(s) is as in Lemma 1).
l(ô0+l)

By Lemma 8 we see that if 8Q > 1 then vv( • ) is differentiable and

w'(x) = ^—2 r   e-iux<p'(u)du + ^- f     e-iuxu<p\u) du
ZTTX    J - oo ZttX J _ oo

= O(x6o~2)       asx^O.

We can therefore apply Corollary 4.4a, p. 194 of Widder [14], and conclude that

(2) w(m - kx) ~ (A [<p(i/x)]/xT(80))m " ™° " ».

Since 80 = (log (l/pi))/log m we see that (2) will hold if px is sufficiently small. If

p1 is not sufficiently small then (1) and (2) suggest that w(y) blows up at the rate

(l/y)1'6", but also oscillates wildly in the process.

In the continuous case Karlin [8] has shown that actually w(y) ~ const y0"'1 as

y -*■ 0, and the density thus does not oscillate in this case.

6.3. Acknowledgements. After this paper was completed the authors were

informed (by A. Joffe) of the beautiful work of S. Dubuc on boundary theory for

supercritical Galton-Watson branching process. By an ingenious trick Dubuc

establishes the following form of local limit law just under the assumption that

EZ^loe, Zx) < oo and using nothing more than the dominated convergence theorem :

Letjn je a sequence of integers going to infinity such that \\mn_ta>jnm~n = c where

0 < c < oo. Then jnPn(i, j) —> cw(c).

He does not, however, establish any rates of convergence. There is some further

overlap between Dubuc's paper and ours. He too establishes the strict positivity

of w(x) using essentially the same method. We understand from S. Karlin that

S. Watanabe also showed a proof as early as 1965.

Dubuc's paper will appear in Studia Mathematica and is entitled La fonction

de Green d'un processes du Galton-Watson."

We would also like to thank the referee for several useful observations and for

pointing out an error in an earlier version of Theorem 3.
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